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the solution is to switch to the legacy
graphics driver that is available in the

bios. this should work if you have a uefi
bios. if you have an efi bios, you will need
to set the graphics driver to legacy mode.
you can do this by opening the bios and
changing the settings. if you're running
windows 8, this is the same process as
with windows 7. if you have a uefi bios,
you will need to change the graphics

driver to legacy mode. this can be found
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in the uefi bios. if you have an efi bios,
you will need to set the graphics driver to

legacy mode. this can be found in the
bios. does anyone have the latest intel

vga driver for windows 8.1? all of my asus
n53sm (3rd gen) has no screen mirroring
option in control panel or anywhere else. i
have tried every combo of the intel video

driver and every combo of the nvidia
driver and nothing works. the only way to

do it is with the vga win8.1 driver from
microsoft website. this driver is older than

the current drivers. the only reason i
know it is because it works, but there is
no option to change video resolution in

the appmenu like there is in other
software video drivers. i tried the win10

drivers and they work fine for the desktop
but when i try to mirror my laptop screen,

the display is mirrored, but there is no
option to change the resolution to what i

had on win7. also, the ms store complains
about the lack of a windows 10 version
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for the asus n53sm (3rd gen). we have
the latest version of intel graphics media
accelerator (gma) driver version 3.0.9.
but we have not been able to see any

content in any standard video file through
windows media player. (it says the video

plays, but it does not) we have other
version of intel gma video drivers

installed too. (not the latest). if we install
the latest version of intel gma video
driver 3.10.0, then this video player

works fine. however, we want to use the
standard windows media player (wmp) to
play our video files. we are hoping that
installing the latest version of intel gma
will help us to solve this problem. please

let us know if you have any idea
regarding this issue. we have posted the

following link:
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graphics driver that is available in the
bios. this should work if you have a uefi

bios. if you have an efi bios, you will need
to set the graphics driver to legacy mode.
you can do this by opening the bios and
changing the settings. if you're running
windows 8, this is the same process as
with windows 7. if you have a uefi bios,
you will need to change the graphics

driver to legacy mode. this can be found
in the uefi bios. if you have an efi bios,

you will need to set the graphics driver to
legacy mode. this can be found in the
bios. does anyone have the latest intel

vga driver for windows 8.1? all of my asus
n53sm (3rd gen) has no screen mirroring
option in control panel or anywhere else. i
have tried every combo of the intel video

driver and every combo of the nvidia
driver and nothing works. the only way to

do it is with the vga win8.1 driver from
microsoft website. this driver is older than

the current drivers. the only reason i
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know it is because it works, but there is
no option to change video resolution in

the appmenu like there is in other
software video drivers. i tried the win10

drivers and they work fine for the desktop
but when i try to mirror my laptop screen,

the display is mirrored, but there is no
option to change the resolution to what i

had on win7. also, the ms store complains
about the lack of a windows 10 version
for the asus n53sm (3rd gen). we have

the latest version of intel graphics media
accelerator (gma) driver version 3.0.9.
but we have not been able to see any

content in any standard video file through
windows media player. (it says the video

plays, but it does not) we have other
version of intel gma video drivers

installed too. (not the latest). if we install
the latest version of intel gma video
driver 3.10.0, then this video player

works fine. however, we want to use the
standard windows media player (wmp) to
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play our video files. we are hoping that
installing the latest version of intel gma
will help us to solve this problem. please

let us know if you have any idea
regarding this issue. we have posted the

following link: 5ec8ef588b
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